The SOS-RAS interaction regulates the transduction of growth factor signals, governing many cellular processes, including proliferation, differentiation, metabolic control, and morphological changes [1] . The association of growth factors with their receptors induces tyrosine phosphorylations in the cytoplasmic domain of the receptors, which are then recognized by cytoplasmic phosphotyrosine-binding proteins [2] . In the cytoplasm, SOS forms a complex with one of these phosphotyrosine-binding proteins, GRB2 [3] . Therefore, upon the activation of growth factor receptors, SOS is recruited from the cytoplasm to the plasma membrane through the association between the activated receptors and GRB2. On the plasma membrane, SOS stimulates the exchange of a guanine nucleotide molecule that is bound to RAS [4] . The GDP-bound form of RAS (RAS-GDP) is inactive, and the exchange of the GDP molecule to GTP converts RAS into its active form (RAS-GTP) [5] . The spontaneous release of guanine nucleotide from RAS occurs too slowly to have any physiologically effects, and RAS activation is facilitated by guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), such as SOS [6] . Because the concentration of GTP in the cytoplasm is much higher than that of GDP, the release of GDP essentially results in the association of GTP with RAS molecules. The GTP on the RAS molecule is then hydrolyzed to GDP, inactivating RAS.
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SOS is a protein comprising six domains, each of which has a specific function (Fig. 1A) . From the N-terminus, SOS contains a histone fold (H) domain, a Dbl-homology (DH) domain, a pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, a RAS-exchange motif (REM) domain, a Cdc25 domain, and a GRB2-binding (G) domain. The H domain has a conserved, positively charged patch, and interacts electrostatically with the plasma membrane [7] [8] [9] . The DH domain interacts with the REM domain to regulate the association between SOS and RAS-GTP on the REM domain. The Cdc25 domain is the catalytic site that interacts with RAS-GDP. The PH domain associates with phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate and phosphatidic acid linker, which presents between PH and REM domains, is thought to be important to maintain the inactive autoinhibited conformation of SOS, because a mutation in the helical linker (R552G) increases the nucleotide dissociation rate of RAS [8] and because the mutated helical linker does not interact with the H domain [17] . This gain-of-function mutant was identified in Noonan syndrome patients. A previous study has shown that RAS is excessively activated by this mutation when cells are stimulated with epidermal growth factor (EGF) [18] . It has been suggested that the membrane recruitment of the H domain is coupled to the release of SOS autoinhibition. Thus, coordination between the domains of SOS seems to be required to activate SOS molecules and regulate the positive feedback of RAS activation.
These results were mostly obtained through in vitro biochemical experiments and X-ray crystallographic studies of the segments of SOS and RAS. The GEF activity of SOS molecule with a truncation of the G-domain was analyzed in a reconstructed system using fluorescence microscopy [19] . However, it remains unclear how the positive feedback mechanism functions, and, especially, how the positive feedback is regulated in living cells. In this study, we observed single-molecules of SOS on the plasma membrane of living HeLa cells to determine the dynamics and kinetics of SOS behaviors in response to EGF stimulation. Single-molecule imaging is a useful technique for tracking the dynamics of a in the plasma membrane [10, 11] . The C-terminal G domain is the GRB2-binding site [12] . Thus, SOS contains five possible membrane-interacting domains: H, PH, REM, Cdc25, and G. The H and PH domains directly associate with membrane lipids. The REM and Cdc25 domains associate with RAS on the membrane. The G domain associates with phosphorylated forms of membrane receptors via Grb2.
Recent in vitro studies have suggested that the SOSmediated activation of RAS is regulated by positive feedback [13] , i.e., the association of RAS-GTP with the REM domain of SOS allosterically promotes the nucleotide exchange of RAS-GDP at the catalytic site in the Cdc25 domain (Fig. 1B ). An in vitro study [14] demonstrated that in the presence of RAS Y64A -GTP, mutants of SOS in the REM domain (L687E/R688A and W729E) lowered the nucleotide dissociation rate of RAS by a factor of ten relative to that of the wild-type [15] . RAS Y64A -GTP binds to the allosteric (positive feedback) site in the wild-type REM domain but not to the catalytic site. A combination of in vitro and in silico study suggested that this positive feedback mechanism sustains RAS activation, eliciting memory of antigens in lymphocytes [16] . It is thought that in the inactive conformation of SOS, the association of RAS-GTP with REM is disturbed by steric hindrance attributable to the interaction between the DH and REM domains. In addition, an intramolecular interaction between the H domain and the helical The domain structures of Halo7-tagged SOS and its mutants. WT is wild-type human SOS1 tagged with Halo7 at the N-terminus. Membrane components that interact with each domain are indicated in the WT structure. H, H(-), G(-), and G are deletion mutants, Δ198-1333, Δ1-191, Δ1066-1333, and Δ1-1049, respectively. Others are point mutants lacking the membrane-associating function of the domain indicated by the asterisk: PH(-) is a quadruple mutant, K456E/R459E/H475E/R479E; REM(-) is a triple mutant, L687E/R688A/W729E; Cdc25(-) and AI(-) are single mutants, F929A and D140A, respectively. (B) SOS/RAS positive feedback. In the autoinhibited state, the DH domain disturbs the interaction between the REM domain and RAS-GTP due to the association between the H domain and helical linker (HL) between the DH and REM domains When the H domain is released from HL, RAS-GTP can interact with the REM domain to stimulate GDP/GTP exchange on RAS associating with the Cdc25 domain. Thus, it is believed that high densities of RAS-GTP on the plasma membrane result in the amplification of RAS-GTP formation (a positive feedback loop).
of single molecules were acquired at an emission wavelength of 560-680 nm using an electron-multiplying CCD camera (ImagEM, Hamamatsu Photonics) at a frame rate of 20 s -1 . Single-molecule imaging of GFP-RAF was performed using the same microscope system as described in Hibino et al, 2011 [21] . The cytoplasmic fluorescence intensities of TMR-SOS and GFP-RAF were measured in epi-illumination mode.
Kinetic Analysis
Single-molecule detection and tracking were performed using in-house software [23] and TrackMate [25] . Curve fittings for the kinetic analysis were performed using Origin (Originlab) and Matlab (The MathWorks).
Results

Single-cell Measurements of SOS Dynamics
Using a TIRFM, Halo7-tagged SOS (Halo7-SOS) that was conjugated with tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) (hereafter called "TMR-SOS") was observed as single molecules on the plasma membrane of living HeLa cells ( Fig. 2A , Supplementary Movies S1 and S2). In a Western blot analysis, the Halo7-SOS expressed in cells displayed the expected molecular weight ( Supplementary Fig. S1A ), and accounted for approximately twice as much protein as endogenous SOS (Supplementary Fig. S1B ). On incubation of cells with the TMR ligand of Halo7, the association and dissociation of individual TMR-SOS particles with the plasma membrane were detected as the stepwise appearance and disappearance of fluorescence signals, respectively (Fig. 2B) . The fluorescence intensities of these particles were similar to the photobleaching step size of molecules that were fixed on the plasma membrane, and few fluorescent particles were observed in cells that lacked expression of Halo7-SOS under the same staining conditions with the TMR ligand ( Supplementary  Fig. S2A ). These results suggest that we were observing behaviors of single SOS molecules. These single molecules of SOS may be incorporated into clusters of SOS molecules [7] . Observation of TMR-SOS with approximately twice fluorescence intensity of single molecules suggests presence of two SOS molecules associate closely. However, more than 85% of the particles were monomeric (Supplementary Fig.  S2D ). Small but significant amounts of SOS molecules were transiently attached to the plasma membrane before the cells were stimulated with EGF. After stimulation, the density of SOS molecules on the plasma membrane increased, peaking at 3 min, and the increased density preserved, on average, until 8 min ( Fig. 2A, C) . The time course of SOS translocation was similar to that of RAS activation (Fig. 6) . Thus, our single-molecule imaging data support the model in which SOS is expected to be recruited to the plasma membrane as a requirement of Ras activation [4] .
In addition to wild-type SOS, we examined a triple mutant of SOS in the REM domain (L687E/R688A/W729E) and a small number of molecules [20] and analyzing the kinetics of molecular interactions [21, 22] in living cells. Comparing the behaviors of wild-type and mutant SOS molecules (Fig.  1A) , we found that concerted function of the SOS membrane association domains is necessary to switch on the positive feedback between SOS and RAS, which crucially regulates the activation of RAS in living cells.
Materials and Methods
Construction of Plasmids
The Halo7 plasmid vector was constructed by exchanging EGFP in pEGFP-C2 vector (#6083-1, BD Biosciences Clontech) for Halo7, derived from the FN19K HaloTag T7 SP6 Flexi Vector (Promega). Halo7-SOS cDNA was constructed by inserting the hSOS1 fragment from pCGN-HAhSos1 [3] into the Halo7 vector with PCR. SOS point mutants were constructed by directory introducing mutations into Halo7-SOS using the QuikChange Lightning Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies) and PrimeSTAR ® Max DNA Polymerase (Takara). The truncation mutants were cloned into Halo7-SOS with the appropriate primer sets. The domain structures of the wild-type and mutant SOS molecules used in this study are shown in Figure 1A . The construction of GFP-RAF cDNA has been described in Hibino et al., 2003 [23] .
Preparation of Cells
HeLa cells were maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, at 37°C under 5% CO 2 . The cells were sub-cultured on glass coverslips and transfected two days before the experiments with cDNA using Lipofectamine ® LTX with Plus TM Regent (Invitrogen). Next, the cells were cultured for 16 h in minimal essential medium (MEM) without phenol red but supplemented with 1% BSA. Immediately before the experiments, the cells were incubated for 15 min with 100 nM HaloTag ® TMR Ligand (Promega) in culture medium. Staining with the TMR ligand was saturated under this condition. The cells were washed with Hank's balanced salt solution and MEM, and observed in MEM that contained 5 mM PIPES (pH 7.4) and 1% BSA. The remaining TMR molecules that were non-specific for SOS were less than 6.5% of the specific staining ( Supplementary Fig. S2A ). Under the microscope, cells were stimulated with 100 ng/ml (final concentration) EGF (Preprotech) at 25°C.
Single-molecule Imaging
Single-molecules of Halo7-tagged proteins that were labeled with TMR were observed in living cells using a home-made total internal reflection fluorescence microscope (TIRFM), based on an inverted microscope (IX81, Olympus) [24] . The cells were illuminated with a 555-nm solid-state laser (GCL-075-555, CrystaLaser) through an objective (PlanApo 60× NA=1.49; Olympus). The fluorescence images showed transient translocation of REM(-). This result suggests that the interaction between the REM domain and RAS-GTP is required for the sustained translocation of SOS. The average increases in the density of AI(-) were modest at both 3 and 8 min (Fig. 2D) . A population of cells showed sustained translocation of AI(-), but most exhibited transient (and weak) translocation (Fig. 2D, E) . It is likely that the AI(-) mutation destabilizes the structure of SOS which is required for its normal association with the membrane components. These data indicate that these mutants of SOS with defects in the positive feedback loop with RAS are also altered in the dynamics of membrane translocation, but that the effects of the mutations are not identical.
Interaction Kinetics of SOS Molecules with the Plasma Membrane
The density of SOS molecules on the plasma membrane is determined by the rates of association and dissociation. First, we measured the dwell times of single SOS molecules on the plasma membrane to determine the dissociation kinetics (Figs. 2B and 3 ). WT and mutant SOS molecules dissociated from the plasma membrane faster than the photobleaching ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ), indicating rapid turnover of singlesingle mutant (D140A) in the H domain (Fig. 1A) . The wildtype and mutant SOS molecules were designated WT, REM(-), and AI(-), respectively. It has been reported that L687E/R688A and W729E abolish the positive feedback response in SOS-mediated RAS activation [14] . Residue D140 in SOS is conserved between many animal species, from C. elegans to humans [7] . In an earlier study, the D140A mutant disrupted the association between the helical linker and H domain [17] , which regulates the interaction between RAS-GTP and the REM domain. In a crystal structure, D140 interacts with R552 in the helical linker [8] . Thus, AI(-) is a mutant in the interaction between the H domain and helical linker.
We compared the increases in the density of SOS molecules on the plasma membrane of individual cells at the various times of stimulation with EGF (Fig. 2D) . The densities of WT and REM(-) SOS increased similarly after stimulation for 3 min. However, at 8 min, the average increase in REM(-) was significantly less than that of WT. The distribution of SOS densities in individual cells at 8 versus 3 min is plotted in Figure 2E , to detect the sustainability of SOS translocation. Most cells experienced sustained translocation of WT-SOS molecules. However, the majority of cells of single particles ( Supplementary Fig. S2D, E) .
We examined the domains of SOS that regulate the extension of its dwell times after cell stimulation. SOS contains five putative membrane-binding domains. In addition to REM(-), we constructed four mutants of SOS corresponding to a loss of function in each of the remaining membranebinding domains (Fig. 1A) , and measured their dwell times (Fig. 3D-G) . PH(-) and Cdc25(-) had dwell time distributions that were similar to that of WT both before and after EGF stimulation (Fig. 3D, E) . Cdc25(-) is inactive, but the activities of endogenous WT SOS could induce dwell time elongation of Cdc25(-). In contrast, the dwell time distributions of G(-) and H(-) did not increase after stimulation even at 3 min (Fig. 3F, G) , indicating that these domains coordinate to extend the dwell time of SOS.
Next, we examined the association of SOS molecules by monitoring the appearance of fluorescent particles on the plasma membrane from the cytoplasm (Fig. 3H) . To determolecules of SOS. Turnover of single molecules was much faster than the dynamics of translocation, meaning that the accumulation of SOS on the plasma membrane is maintained as a dynamic equilibrium [23] . The time course of dissociation varied among molecules and periods of EGF stimulation. Compared with the dwell times before stimulation, those of WT molecules were extended after EGF stimulation for 3 min, and this extension was sustained until at least 8 min (Fig. 3A) . A similar extension was observed for the dwell times of REM(-) at 3 min, but it was not sustained (Fig. 3B) . The dwell times of AI(-) increased only slightly after stimulation with EGF (Fig. 3C) . As shown here, in addition to the translocation dynamics (Fig. 2D, E) , the dwell times of single SOS molecules on the plasma membrane were affected by mutations in the domains responsible for the positive feedback reaction. Although fluorescence intensity SOS particles were slightly increased after cell stimulation, there were no correlation between the fluorescence intensity and dwell time presumed that the total number of SOS molecules in cells remains constant. Although this is a coarse-grained model in that various possible structural states of SOS on the plasma membrane were degenerated into three kinetic states, it is the most basic model that can interpret the experimental dwell time distributions (Supplementary Fig. S4) , and it provides a simple and unified explanation for the kinetic behaviors of WT and mutant SOS molecules.
We determined the dissociation rate constants for the G (k 1r ) and H domains (k 2r ) from the dwell time distributions of SOS fragments that contains the G domain or H domain alone (Fig. 5B, C) . Both distributions fit a single-component exponential function well, as assumed in the dissociation model. The estimated dissociation rate constants of the G and H domains were k 1r = 1.5 s -1 and k 2r = 1.9 s -1 , respectively, after correction with the photobleaching rate constant (0.05 s -1 ; Supplementary Fig. S3A, B) . These values did not change in cells that were stimulated with EGF (Supplementary Fig. S3C) . Dissociation of the G domain from plasma membrane possibly occurs through two pathways, i.e., dissociations of Grb2 from EGFR, and the G domain from Grb2. Single exponential kinetics suggests that one of these two pathways was the rate limiting, though we can not tell which one was that. Another possi bility is that the two pathways have similar rate constants. To determine the initial conditions of the model, the relative association rate constants were measured for the G and H fragments (Fig. 4D-F) . Before and after (3 and 8 min) SOS activation, the sum of their rate constants approximated to that of WT. REM(-) and AI(-) displayed association rate constants that were similar to those of WT (Fig. 3I) . Therefore, we assumed that in the initial association state of SOS [WT, REM(-), and AI(-)] at every stage of cell stimulation, either the G or H domain interacts with the membrane in dependently at a fractional ratio that is proportional to the association rate constants of the G and H mine the relative association rate constant, the frequency of appearance per unit time per unit area was measured and normalized to the cytoplasmic fluorescence intensity (in arbitrary unit) reflecting the relative concentration of SOS molecules in the cytoplasm. Residual TMR ligands in cells were negligible ( Supplementary Fig. S2A ). The relative association rate constants were similar among WT, REM(-), and AI(-) molecules before and at 3 and 8 min of EGF stimulation (Fig. 3I) . The rate constants slightly increased from before to after stimulation for 3 min, but this increase was not statistically significant, and nearly returned to basal values at 8 min. Considering the association and dissociation kinetics, we concluded that the REM(-) and AI(-) mutations altered the dynamics of SOS translocation by predominantly affecting the kinetics of dissociation from the plasma membrane.
Kinetic model of SOS dissociation
We constructed a minimal model of SOS dissociation kinetics (Fig. 4A) , based on the finding that the G and H domains were solely responsible for extending the dwell times of SOS (Fig. 3 ) (see Fig. S3 and Supplemental Methods for details). This model contained three association states for SOS (G, H, and I) on the plasma membrane. G or H indicates the association state in which only the G or H domain interacts with the membrane, respectively. I is an intermediate state of dissociation, the formation of which requires both the G and H domains. In the I state, it is possible that the G and H domains associate with the membrane simultaneously, and any other membrane-binding domains and possible inter actions between SOS molecules will affect the dwell times during this state. ϕ is the dissociation state in the cytoplasm. In this model, we presumed that the dissociation rate constants of the G and H domains (k 1r and k 2r , respectively) are independent, i.e., k 1r and k 2r were common for the dissociations from the I state and from the H and G states. We also . Similar estimates were obtained when the distributions were fitted after cell stimulation for 3 and 8 min (Supplementary Fig. S3 ). (D-F) Relative association rate constants for the G and H domains. The mean values±SE. for 11 cells expressing H(-) or G(-) molecules are shown. The same WT data in Figure 3I were plotted as reference. The sums of the rate constants for the H(-) and G(-) molecules (G+H) are also shown. (Fig. 5D) . The I fraction of REM(-) was smaller and less sustained than that of WT, suggesting that the interaction between the REM domain and RAS-GTP takes place during the I state and stabilizes the I state. The small fraction of the I state for AI(-) suggests that the normal orientation between the H domain and helical linker in the WT molecule, which is lost in AI(-), promotes the formation of the I state.
The results of the kinetic analysis suggest that the interaction with RAS at the REM domain regulates the I state fraction but is not required for the I state formation. In addition, the fraction of SOS molecules in the I state corresponds to the membrane density of SOS, correlating with the extension of dwell times. The link between the fraction of the I state and WT SOS density was examined in single cells after stimulation for 3 and 8 min (Fig. 5E, F) . We noted a positive correlation at both 3 and 8 min, with a larger correlation coefficient at 8 min (0.84) than at 3 min (0.61), suggesting that at later times, the SOS density on the plasma membrane depends more on the increase in I state, whereas in the early stages, there are mechanisms that increase the dwell time of fragments. We estimated that, in the initial association states, the G:H is 0.7:0.3 (before stimulation), 0.8:0.2 (at 3 min), and 0.7:0.3 (at 8 min).
Dissociation Kinetics of SOS from the Plasma Membrane
The dwell time distributions of WT, REM(-), and AI(-) in single cells before and after EGF stimulation for 3 and 8 min (Figs. 3A-C and 5) were fit with the dissociation kinetics model (Fig. 4A) using floating values of k 1 and k 2 . As the result, the probability density distributions of the three association states (G, H, and I) were estimated over time after the initial association of the molecule with the plasma membrane (Fig. 5A-C) . The fraction of WT molecules that dissociated via the intermediate (I) state increased after EGF stimulation and was sustained for at least 8 min (Fig. 5A) . For the REM(-) molecules, the I state fraction was enhanced at 3 min but returned to basal levels at 8 min (Fig. 5B) . For the AI(-) molecules, the increase in the I state fraction was small (Fig. 5C ). The fraction of the I state during the total dwell times was calculated from the time courses in single cells activation required for RAF translocation. We noted an evident correlation between the fraction of I state and the density of SOS after cell stimulation for 8 min (Fig. 5F ). Taken together, the fraction of the I state, and thus the strength of the positive feedback loop between SOS and RAS, is related to the level of RAS activation at 8 min.
The function of the intact positive feedback reaction in RAS activation was noted when we measured the density of RAF on the plasma membrane of cells that expressed excess amounts of REM(-) or AI(-) molecules (Fig. 6C) . In these cells, the increase in RAF density after EGF stimulation was nearly abolished. Thus, in living cells, the association of RAS-GTP with the REM domain is required to induce an effective exchange of the nucleotide that is bound to RAS on the Cdc25 domain of SOS, i.e., the positive feedback between SOS and RAS is essential for RAS activation. The normal orientation between the H domain and helical linker in SOS molecules on the plasma membrane is another requirement for SOS function.
Discussion
In this study, we measured the dynamics and kinetics of WT, REM(-), and AI(-) SOS molecules on the plasma mem-SOS other than by increasing the I state. An increase in the G state, which has a smaller dissociation rate constant than the H state, at the initial association (Fig. 4E ) must be one of these other mechanisms. It is possible that such I-stateindependent mechanisms caused the extension in the dwell time of REM(-) at 3 min (Fig. 3B) .
SOS/RAS Positive Feedback is Essential for RAF Translocation in Living Cells
To determine how the positive feedback reaction affects downstream reaction, we measured the translocation of SOS and RAF to the plasma membrane in the same cells using dual-color single-molecule imaging (Fig. 6A , Supplementary Movies S3 and S4). RAF is one of the major effector of RAS and recruited from the cytoplasm to the plasma membrane upon RAS activation [26, 27] . We transfected cells simul taneously with Halo-7-SOS and GFP-RAF constructs, and monitored the EGF-induced translocation of TMR-SOS and GFP-RAF. Although the correlation was not clear at 3 min, the RAF density tended to be greater in cells with higher SOS densities. After cell stimulation for 8 min, there was a positive correlation between SOS and RAF densities on the plasma membrane (Fig. 6B) . Thus, the sustained translocation of SOS to the plasma membrane maintained RAS REM(-). However, this interaction was not necessary for I state formation, because the I state also occurred with the REM(-) mutant (Fig. 5D ). In the early stages (3 min) of EGF stimulation, an increase of the association rate constants k 1 and k 2 resulted in the large I state fraction in WT and REM(-) molecules (Supplementary Fig. S5 ). This increase must have been caused by the activation of EGFR that produces GRB2-binding sites on the EGFR molecules and increases the density of acidic phosphatidylinositol phosphates via the activation of PI3Ks. Stabilization of the I state by other membrane association domains of SOS, including REM, also results in the increase of k 1 and k 2 in this simple kinetic model. At 8 min, the fraction of I state was greater in WT than in REM(-) (Fig. 5D) , suggesting that WT SOS interacts with the feedback RAS during the I state. This interaction is not shown in the reaction scheme (Fig. 4A ), but The dwell time analysis of SOS on the plasma membrane suggests that the both G and H domains are required for formation of the I state, which was detected based on the extension of the dwell time (Fig. 3) . Simultaneous associations of two domains bring a non-linearity in the I state formation, making the I state as a switch of SOS-mediated RAS activation. The interaction between SOS and RAS-GTP (feedback RAS) at the REM domain stabilizes the I state, as shown form the extended dwell times of WT more than that of ulation (Fig. 3 ), but the difference was not statistically significant. Therefore, the sustained translocation of SOS might not be a quasi-steady state, but slow transient dynamics.
Regardless of the mechanism that sustains the SOS/RAS feedback, the positive feedback loop between SOS and RAS is not merely regulatory but is critical for RAS activation (Fig. 6C) . This requirement for the positive feedback loop inevitably results in a nonlinear switch-like input-output relationship between SOS translocation and RAS activation. This response of the SOS-RAS system is advantageous in preventing spontaneous mis-activation and in amplification of small signals below critical levels. Yet, simultaneously, it might induce large cell-to-cell deviations with similar inputs when the small differences in the initial and/or boundary conditions are amplified. It is likely that the wide cell-to-cell variability in the sustained translocation of WT SOS (Fig.  2E) is caused by the positive feedback loop. In contrast, negative feedback from ERK, which is activated downstream of RAF and phosphorylates the G domain of SOS to prevent interaction with GRB2 [29] , is a mechanism that might impede SOS translocation at the later stage (>8 min) of cell stimulation.
In conclusion, this study indicates that an intermediate state formation functions as a switch of SOS activity, corresponding to the establishment of the positive feedback loop between SOS and RAS. The multiple membrane-associating domains of SOS, particularly the H, REM, and G domains, function in concert during the intermediate state of membrane association, in which SOS interacts with the feedback RAS molecule to be a fully active GEF for RAS. Because the activation of RAS requires the positive feedback domains of SOS, the SOS/RAS positive feedback is crucial in regulating the diverse functions of growth factors that lie upstream of SOS. Various point mutations in SOS induce disease, including cancer and RAS-RAF syndromes [30] . Some of these mutations have been detected in SOS domains that do not directly control nucleotide exchange on RAS, and their pathological mechanisms are unclear. Our study raises the possibility that these mutations affect SOS function by altering the coordination among multiple SOS domains.
